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Aleksandr Filippov, Chair

My name is Aleksandr, and as Chair of this chapter, it is my
mission to not only provide a social outlet to the students at
SUNY Polytechnic Institute, but also to educate students on
the various opportunities AVS has to offer them now and in
their careers. I am a Junior studying Nanoscale Engineering
which makes AVS all the more applicable to me and my peers.

Dan Fort, Vice Chair

I’m Dan, I’m a junior, and I’ve been democratically elected to
serve as the vice chair for this branch. I hope to expand the
reach of AVS across the student base, and make it a central
hub for students seeking to enrich themselves intellectually
and socially, and hoping to make connections that will aid
them when they prepare to enter the workforce. I’m aiming
to make AVS a core part of any student’s life, as an aid to
help them navigate the waters of their future. I look forward
to a year of engaging events and activities.

Joshua Ferris, Treasurer

My name is Joshua Ferris and I was elected to be the
treasurer for this iteration of CNSE's chapter of AVS. I am
currently a junior with a double major in Nanoscale
Engineering and Mathematics. Through my work with this
organization, I hope to provide new avenues for students
connect with and better understand the high-tech industry
they will soon be a part of through entertaining and
stimulating events.

Philip Schuler, Event Coordinator

avscnse
@gmail.com

My name is Phil Schuler, and I'm a junior in the Nanoscale
Engineering program at CNSE. I've been a part of our AVS
chapter for over a year now, and I really enjoy being able to
make new connections through the organization and getting
involved with the students here. I hope to help plan many
great events this year and grow the chapter!

Casey Biederman, Media Coordinator

